Student worker – DevOps & Development Tooling Support
Engineer (m/w/d)
Location:
Start Date:

Berlin
immediately

Das Unternehmen
OpenSynergy is a growing software company based in Berlin. Our core product
COQOS is an open software platform that makes it possible to harness the
benefits of Linux and Android for in-car infotainment systems. By using
microkernel and virtualization technology, COQOS can securely integrate safetyrelated AUTOSAR-based applications and infotainment applications into a single
chip. With our customers and partners we form a network around the world.
Your tasks
Their core task is testing and integrating various development tools for the
continuous integration of software Embedded Systems. You sit down with the
development testing and IT team to describe your various processes,
requirements and use cases. You get Commercial Probe software licenses as well
as open source solutions and try the against these use cases you already
documented. You present your comparison results as well as your customization
suggestions to the different solutions and support the decision making process of
the management for choosing a particular solution.
The desired amount of work should be at 20h per week.

Our expectations












You are a student of computer science, electrical engineering or a similar
degree program and have successfully completed your undergraduate
studies
You feel at home in the programming languages C / C ++
Master professional software development processes and tools for
embedded systems
You master script languages like Python, Ruby, PERL, Groovy, etc.
You have already worked with Continuous Software Integration
You've already worked with at least either Automation Tool (Bamboo,
Jenkins, etc.) or Static Code Analysis or Unit Testing Tools or Build Tools
(make, gradle, ant, etc.)
You act in a team-oriented manner and enrich your environment through
your creative and alert mind
You have very good spoken and written English skills
A high level of commitment, flexibility and self-reliance complete your
profile.
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We offer:









An innovative, international an open working environment with long-term
and diverse perspectives
Flexible distribution of working time
Room for creative ideas and impulses
Talented and motivated colleagues from all over the world
Flat hierarchies
Fresh fruits and vegetables
Sportive company events and a cooperation with the Urban Sports Club
German- or English Language courses.

Please send your complete application in German or English along with your desired
salary to jobs@opensynergy.com.
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